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ernist bronze sculpture “protected” by green packing peanuts. 
The sound of crickets emitted by the work magnifies the 
sense of emptiness: while the packing material fills the void 
around the modernist sculpture (which resembles the kind 
produced under Yugoslav Socialism), only crickets break the 
silence enveloping the once-utopian form. 

Yugoslav sculptor Vojin Bakić’s World War II monument 
on Petrova Gora, a mountain range in central Croatia, pops 
up frequently in Maljković’s work. Completed in 1981, the 
steel-clad architectural structure commemorates a failed 
anti-Fascist uprising and once housed a war museum. Today, 
missing panels of the curving facade reveal a derelict interior. 
At VOX, the slide-show work In Low Resolution (2014) 
offered a few glimpses of the monument. In the 80 projected 
photographs, pixels “redact” the main objects of interest, 
which may be anything from a discarded piece of furniture to 
an element in one of Maljković’s exhibitions. In several slides, 
the pixelated object is a model of Bakić’s structure, its form so 
iconic that it remains identifiable. Atop the model is a silver 
soccer ball. The viewer familiar with Maljković’s work might 
recognize the ball as a prop from his film trilogy Scene for a 
New Heritage (2004-06), which imagines people from the year 
2045 visiting Petrova Gora on Marshal Tito’s birthday. 

The slides were projected onto a mural-size, black-and-
white inkjet print, which was titled f_l_a_u_b_e_r_t, after 
the Instagram user who shared the photograph. One of seven 
Instagram images printed on the walls throughout the exhibi-
tion, it depicted In Low Resolution as the piece was installed at 
Metro Pictures (the artist’s New York gallery), where the screen 
for the piece was an even earlier photo that the artist took of 
projector screens during a show of his at the Palais de Tokyo. 
This multiplying documentation highlights the self-reflexive 
character of Maljković’s practice, acknowledging the important 
role that social media plays today in constructing art’s sense of 
both past and present. Maljković remains fascinated by different 
modalities of time. Between the disappointments of the past 
and the utopian future once projected by obsolete modern-
ism, the present exists in a kind of parallax view, a distortion 
produced by lines of sight that never converge.

—Milena Tomic

Contrasting with the assemblage works were colorfully 
painted, wall-hung fabric sculptures from Outterbridge’s 
2012 “Rag and Bag Idiom” series, which features drippy, 
Abstract-Expressionist flourishes. The sculptures were 
inspired by the sachets of medicinal herbs that some South-
erners traditionally wear around the neck to protect against 
disease. Charming, whimsical and clownishly bright in hue, 
the works offer fleeting comic relief from the weight of his-
tory that Outterbridge’s works typically carry. 

Among the works in the back gallery was Ragged Bar 
Code (2008), which comprises small pieces of wood wrapped 
with rags and lined up in a straight neat row on the wall. 
Alluding to the Underground Railroad and its secret codes 
of communication as well as the homemade dolls owned 
by slave children, the piece is powerful yet intimate. The 
largest work in the exhibition stood guard at the end of the 
room. Confronting the viewer at over 7 feet tall, In Search 
of the Missing Mule (1993) takes quasi-human form, its 
arms-out stance mimicking the effect of a pillory. A looped 
rope, ominously evoking lynchings, drapes across the tall 
metal body from one arm to the other. The title refers to the 
failed promise of a Lincoln administration order from 1865 
granting Confederate land to former slaves, with some also 
receiving loaner army mules to help till their new property; 
the policy was overturned later that same year by Andrew 
Johnson. Outterbridge’s sculpture seems to answer its own 
search—the mule is right there, in its stylized representation 
of the historical black male body.

Considering the current politically charged climate, 
where discussions of race and power are unavoidable and 
vital, Outterbridge’s show was not just timely but neces-
sary. The exhibition resonated with Art + Practice’s setting 
in Leimert Park, a historically black neighborhood of Los 
Angeles once dubbed “the Harlem of the West.”  

—Jennifer S. Li

MONTREAL 

DAVID MALJKOVIĆ 
VOX—Centre de l’image contemporaine

Zagreb-based artist David Maljković is known for regu-
larly reconfiguring his work and reflecting on its exhibition 
history. Curated by VOX director Marie J. Jean, Maljković’s 
first major Canadian exhibition spanned four rooms and 
included 18 pieces made between 2003 and 2016, many 
of which have multiple past and present iterations. For 
instance, A Long Day for the Form, first shown at the Kunst-
halle Basel in 2012, appears in two versions here. In one of 
these, originally conceived for Vienna’s Georg Kargl Fine 
Arts in 2014, a rectangular platform made of wallboard is 
built around one of the gallery’s square columns. (In Vienna, 
visitors had to walk over the platform to reach another room, 
but not at VOX, where it was much smaller.) A second 
square hole contains an open cardboard box holding a mod-
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ism, the present exists in a kind of parallax view, a distortion 
produced by lines of sight that never converge.

—Milena Tomic

Contrasting with the assemblage works were colorfully 
painted, wall-hung fabric sculptures from Outterbridge’s 
2012 “Rag and Bag Idiom” series, which features drippy, 
Abstract-Expressionist flourishes. The sculptures were 
inspired by the sachets of medicinal herbs that some South-
erners traditionally wear around the neck to protect against 
disease. Charming, whimsical and clownishly bright in hue, 
the works offer fleeting comic relief from the weight of his-
tory that Outterbridge’s works typically carry. 

Among the works in the back gallery was Ragged Bar 
Code (2008), which comprises small pieces of wood wrapped 
with rags and lined up in a straight neat row on the wall. 
Alluding to the Underground Railroad and its secret codes 
of communication as well as the homemade dolls owned 
by slave children, the piece is powerful yet intimate. The 
largest work in the exhibition stood guard at the end of the 
room. Confronting the viewer at over 7 feet tall, In Search 
of the Missing Mule (1993) takes quasi-human form, its 
arms-out stance mimicking the effect of a pillory. A looped 
rope, ominously evoking lynchings, drapes across the tall 
metal body from one arm to the other. The title refers to the 
failed promise of a Lincoln administration order from 1865 
granting Confederate land to former slaves, with some also 
receiving loaner army mules to help till their new property; 
the policy was overturned later that same year by Andrew 
Johnson. Outterbridge’s sculpture seems to answer its own 
search—the mule is right there, in its stylized representation 
of the historical black male body.

Considering the current politically charged climate, 
where discussions of race and power are unavoidable and 
vital, Outterbridge’s show was not just timely but neces-
sary. The exhibition resonated with Art + Practice’s setting 
in Leimert Park, a historically black neighborhood of Los 
Angeles once dubbed “the Harlem of the West.”  

—Jennifer S. Li
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Zagreb-based artist David Maljković is known for regu-
larly reconfiguring his work and reflecting on its exhibition 
history. Curated by VOX director Marie J. Jean, Maljković’s 
first major Canadian exhibition spanned four rooms and 
included 18 pieces made between 2003 and 2016, many 
of which have multiple past and present iterations. For 
instance, A Long Day for the Form, first shown at the Kunst-
halle Basel in 2012, appears in two versions here. In one of 
these, originally conceived for Vienna’s Georg Kargl Fine 
Arts in 2014, a rectangular platform made of wallboard is 
built around one of the gallery’s square columns. (In Vienna, 
visitors had to walk over the platform to reach another room, 
but not at VOX, where it was much smaller.) A second 
square hole contains an open cardboard box holding a mod-
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which may be anything from a discarded piece of furniture to 
an element in one of Maljković’s exhibitions. In several slides, 
the pixelated object is a model of Bakić’s structure, its form so 
iconic that it remains identifiable. Atop the model is a silver 
soccer ball. The viewer familiar with Maljković’s work might 
recognize the ball as a prop from his film trilogy Scene for a 
New Heritage (2004-06), which imagines people from the year 
2045 visiting Petrova Gora on Marshal Tito’s birthday. 
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white inkjet print, which was titled f_l_a_u_b_e_r_t, after 
the Instagram user who shared the photograph. One of seven 
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tion, it depicted In Low Resolution as the piece was installed at 
Metro Pictures (the artist’s New York gallery), where the screen 
for the piece was an even earlier photo that the artist took of 
projector screens during a show of his at the Palais de Tokyo. 
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of the Missing Mule (1993) takes quasi-human form, its 
arms-out stance mimicking the effect of a pillory. A looped 
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